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Chapter 881: You Predicted Everything But Your Ending 

   

Heart Of Magnetic Essence! 

Wang Teng roared in his heart and activated the Heart Of Magnetic Essence. 

The true potential of the Heart Of Magnetic Essence was released in its entirety in the universe. The 

broken meteorites started circling around Wang Teng at high speed. Then, they hurled toward him. 

Boom, boom, boom… 

Amid the violent explosions, the broken rocks gathered into a huge ball with Wang Teng in the center. It 

looked like a small planet floating in mid-air. 

Boom! 

Under everyone’s astounded gaze, the ball of rock started changing shape. A pair of stone legs stretched 

out below, and an angular stone head popped out. 

Boom! 

Amid another explosion, a pair of stone arms were created. 

Just like that, an enormous rock giant appeared in front of everyone. 
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This rock giant was many times larger than the one Wang Teng had created when he was on the Earth. It 

stood erected in the boundless space and gave off a terrifying aura. 

“What’s that!” A planetary-stage martial warrior swallowed his saliva and stared at the rock giant in 

fear. 

Klook’s expression turned ugly. He still had lingering fears after evading the lethal attack. Thus, when he 

saw the rock giant, he squinted. 

“Hmph! 

“Any methods are futile in front of absolute power!” He snorted. Brilliant light shot out from his body, 

and he started burning like the sun. Unexpectedly, he attacked first. He slashed a thousand feet long 

sword glow toward the rock giant. 

“Good, I want to know how powerful a celestial-stage martial warrior is!” Wang Teng’s loud and excited 

voice came from within the rock giant. 

He controlled the rock giant and started moving it. Although the rock giant was huge, it wasn’t slow. The 

rock arms shot out as fast as lightning and punched at the sword glow. 

A frightening fist glow erupted from the rock fist. Earth fist conscious merged to form a shield. 



Boom! 

The sword glow destroyed the fist shield and slammed onto the rock arm. The pair of giant rock arms 

were chopped into two. 

“Do you think you can fight with me just by creating a giant? What a joke!” Klook smirked. He turned 

into a dazzling ball of fire and crashed towards the rock giant. He wanted to destroy it. 

Boom! 

However, at this moment, six enormous arms penetrated out of the rock giant’s back and blocked the 

flaming ball Klook had turned into. 

The flaming ball froze for a second. Klook, who was covered in flames, was stunned. 

Why are there so many hands? 

Before he could think further… 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Giant fists punched toward him. Strength of Ultima exploded, and an overwhelming strength gushed 

out, aiming straight for Klook. 

The pressure was startling. The celestial-stage martial warrior was forced to retreat. The flames around 

him trembled as if they couldn’t withstand the immense force. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, the flames extinguished, and Klook fell out. He stumbled. 

“Ultima!” 

His face turned black. Before this, there was the Sword of Ultima. Now, this was another Ultima. 

This fellow had two Ultima skills! 

And he was an extremely rare divine spirit master! 

He’s not a talent. He’s a monster! 

Klook’s killing intent rose tremendously. Since he had already offended this genius, there was no way he 

could allow him to live. 

Is he Master’s target? 

Klook’s mind worked furiously. He remembered the words the elder in grey had told him. 

“Kill!” With a yell, a scary sword glow erupted from the battle sword in Klook’s hand. Towering flames 

filled up this patch of space. 

A giant flaming python was formed amid the flames. It slithered above his head, staring at Wang Teng 

with a cold and sharp gaze. 

Ultima! 



This was a Sword of Ultima! 

“Die!” 

A sword glow burst out while the flaming python shot out too. It charged toward the rock giant along 

with the sword glow. 

Boom! 

The sword glow came down on Wang Teng along with the hiss of the flaming python, engulfing the rock 

giant. It started burning. Numerous flaming sword glows intertwined around the flames, creating a 

terrifying death zone. 

“Hmph, you don’t know what you’re dealing with.” Klook sneered. He swung his sword and stared at the 

sea of fire in contempt. He seemed to think that he had already won the battle. 

Ever since he enlightened his Ultima, he had never suffered a defeat. Even martial warriors a level or 

two higher than him were killed by him. How could a planetary-stage brat survive? 

However, when the fire died down, Klook’s expression changed. He saw a figure submerged in green 

flames stepping out and appearing in his vision. 

How was that possible? 

Klook’s expression turned hideous. He stared at the flames dancing around Wang Teng in disbelief. 

“What fire is this? How can it block my Ultima?” 

“I have one question. Who asked you to capture me?” Wang Teng had resumed his own appearance. 

The flames extinguished, revealing his real face. There were no expressions on it. 

“Indeed, you’re not Argus!” Klook’s gaze turned sharp. “I suggest you surrender obediently. The order is 

sent by the higher authorities of the Olant Federation. You’re just a planetary-stage martial warrior. 

Even if you can escape from me, you won’t be able to run away from their order of arrest.” 

Before Wang Teng could reply to him, he continued speaking, “You must be from a new planet that just 

got discovered, right? If I’m not wrong, your mother planet is the planet Argus and the other candidates 

went to. For some reason, you managed to escape. 

“Stop struggling. It’s useless. Even if you escape, the federation will not let your planet go. Your family 

and friends will become slaves and be sold to various parts of the universe. They will suffer the lowest 

status.” 

The disdain on his face grew stronger as he spoke. He seemed to have grasped Wang Teng’s background 

and was commenting on his and the other Earthlings’ fate casually. 

“Repeat what you’ve just said!” Wang Teng’s expression turned cold. He stared at Klook without any 

expression on his face. 

“Why? Are you angry? Are you enraged?” Klook scoffed. “You’re indeed a talent, but you’re a nobody in 

front of the Olant Federation. No matter how much you struggle, death is your only ending.” 

“Did anyone tell you that you talk too much nonsense?” Wang Teng asked indifferently. 



Swoosh! 

The instant he finished speaking, a golden beam of light cut through the space and appeared behind 

Klook. 

“When?” Klook was appalled. His head turned numb, and a chill shot all the way up his spine, right to 

the crown of his head. 

He threw himself to the left without thinking. 

Swoosh! 

Naturally, he wasn’t able to dodge it in the haste. The lower part of his body got chopped by the beam 

of golden light. Fresh blood spurted out, and he lost half of his body. It was a gory sight. 

“Ah!” 

Celestial-stage martial warriors wouldn’t die so easily. Klook was still alive. He screamed in excruciating 

pain and started scurrying away frantically. 

He didn’t think that the tides would turn within a split second. 

A second ago, he was still commenting on the fate of Wang Teng and his family and friends with a high 

and mighty attitude. Now, he was running away like a dog. He was filled with regret. He shouldn’t have 

spent so much time talking to him. 

At first, he planned to spark Wang Teng’s rage with his words so that he would lose his fighting spirit and 

surrender willingly. This was the only way he could render meritorious service and get noticed by the 

higher authorities. 

After all, a living prisoner had more value than a dead one. 

Yet, Wang Teng remained unaffected by his words. He hid his lethal move in the space and gave him the 

death blow when he let down his guard. 

Klook underestimated Wang Teng. 

He remained vigilant against Wang Teng’s divine spirit master’s attacks, but he didn’t expect this fellow 

to possess space talent too. This was why he managed to injure him with a sneak attack. 

Also, Wang Teng had the Golden Crescent Blade, a powerful spiritual weapon. Killing a celestial-stage 

martial warrior wasn’t impossible for him. 

Now, the only thing on Klook’s mind was staying alive. Getting a promotion or rendering meritorious 

service wasn’t important anymore. He escaped with all his might to fight for a chance of survival. 

“You can’t run away,” Wang Teng’s voice sounded close behind him. His soul almost jumped out of his 

body in fright. 

“Damn it! 

“Why did it turn out this way!” Klook bellowed in anger. He was in extreme fear. 



“You predicted everything but your ending. I feel bad for you.” A calm voice echoed behind him. Then, 

Klook felt excruciating pain and lost consciousness. His body was cut into pieces by a beam of golden 

light. 
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“Good job!” Round Ball saw this scene and clapped excitedly. Its two short hands were waving wildly in 

the air. 

It didn’t expect Wang Teng to be able to kill a fifth-level celestial-stage martial warrior! 

After all, Wang Teng was only at the second-level planetary stage. Even if one’s spiritual power had 

reached the peak of the Planetary Realm, killing a fifth-level celestial stage was not so easy. 

“This kid is a monster!” Round Ball’s eyes lit up as it muttered. 

The stronger Wang Teng was, the further he could go in the future. It was overjoyed as it would 

naturally grow alongside him. 

After killing Klook, the golden light transformed back into the Golden Crescent Blade and circled around 

Wang Teng. There was not a single drop of blood on it. No one could tell that it was a weapon that had 

taken down a celestial-stage martial warrior. 

The other Olant Federation planetary-stage martial warriors turned pale from shock and fled to the fleet 

without any hesitation after seeing how Klook got killed. They knew that they had absolutely no chance 

to escape from him in space. Their only chance of survival was the fleet. 

There were weapons that could compete with celestial-stage martial warriors. Even if they couldn’t kill 

Wang Teng, they could use them to save themselves. 

A hint of coldness flashed across Wang Teng’s face. He placed his arms behind his back, and the Golden 

Crescent Blade turned into a beam of light as it rushed towards the planetary-stage martial warriors. 

Ah! 

Ah! 

… 

Screams followed. 

The Golden Crescent Blade circled around and slaughtered the rest of the planetary-stage martial 

warriors. Not a single one was left. 

Spiritual power at the peak of the Planetary Realm was strong. Killing a bunch of planetary-stage martial 

warriors was a piece of cake for him. If it wasn’t for Klook, he would have dealt with the planetary-stage 

martial warriors already. 



All the Olant Federation martial warriors had died. Wang Teng let out a long sigh, and his face went 

slightly pale. He had expended a lot of energy when dealing with Klook. He was just trying to put on a 

front lest the others felt there was a chance of survival. 

After all, the difference between them was a total of twelve stages. To fight with him for so long with 

just his cultivation without getting killed was already a remarkable thing. 

The spiritual power of planetary-stage martial warriors would have reached the Imperial Realm at the 

very least and would be able to survive outside their bodies. Even if they had died, the spiritual body 

would exist temporarily. 

Not to mention a celestial-stage martial warrior! 

Out of prudence, Wang Teng used his spiritual power to scan his surroundings for any other spiritual 

bodies. 

Sure enough, he sensed three spiritual bodies. They were hidden at a meteorite nearby. He wouldn’t 

have realized it if he hadn’t scanned his surroundings. 

Among the three spiritual bodies, one was strong and had reached the Planetary Realm. It was Klook’s. 

The other two were weaker but had reached the Imperial Realm. 

Wang Teng smiled coldly. With a snap of his finger, three green flames shot out and landed on the three 

meteorites that hid the spiritual bodies. 

Boom! 

The flames burned brightly, and the three spiritual bodies let out screams. Two of the spiritual bodies 

immediately vanished in the flames. 

Only the Planetary Realm spiritual body flew out of the meteorite. It was being burned by the flames as 

it struggled. 

“The Olant Federation will never forgive you!” As it cursed with malice, the Planetary Realm spiritual 

body was finally burnt by the flames. 

Wang Teng retracted his flames and remained composed. It didn’t look like he had just killed three 

people. 

Attribute bubbles were floating in the space. 

Pick them up! 

Wang Teng swept his spiritual power over and picked up all the attribute bubbles. 

Imperial Realm Spirit*330 

Imperial Realm Enlightenment*360 

Constellation Force (Earth)*3600 

Star Earth Scripture*650 



… 

Imperial Realm Spirit*450 

Imperial Realm Enlightenment*400 

Constellation Force (Metal)*5000 

Star Metal Scripture*1000 

… 

Imperial Realm Spirit*420 

Imperial Realm Enlightenment*380 

Constellation Force (Wood)*5200 

Star Wood Scripture*1200 

… 

Planetary Realm Spirit*260 

Planetary Realm Enlightenment*240 

Constellation Force (Fire)*8500 

Star Fire Scripture (Celestial Stage)*800 

Flaming Python Sword (Ultima)*600 

… 

More than a dozen planetary-stage martial warriors and a celestial-stage martial warrior dropped huge 

attribute bubbles. Wang Teng had gained a lot of them this time. 

First was the spirit attribute. The planetary-stage martial warriors had provided him with 4200 points of 

Imperial Realm Spirit, which was equivalent to 420 points of Planetary Realm Spirit! 

The celestial-stage martial warrior, Klook, gifted 260 points of Planetary Realm Spirit. That added up to 

680 Planetary Realm Spirit attribute points! 

These spirit attributes immediately turned into pure spiritual energy and flowed into Wang Teng’s mind, 

pouring into the constellation that was condensed by spirit. 

Boom! 

A large amount of spiritual energy was condensed in the constellation. At this moment, there was a 

trigger, and extremely terrifying spiritual fluctuations broke out. 

The 680 points of spirit attributes were the last straw that broke the camel’s back. The Planetary Realm 

Spirit reached its limit, and the only way was to move forward! 



In that spirit constellation, boundless spiritual energy collapsed inward, undergoing an incredible 

transformation. 

With the collapse of the spiritual energy, it seemed that it had compressed to a horrifying level… 

The process lasted for a while. In the end, the spiritual energy gradually condensed into a pitch-black 

Force nucleus. 

When Wang Teng sensed the black Force nucleus, he was dazed. 
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How did it become so small and ugly? 

Before he could finish commenting… 

Boom! 

Suddenly, a brilliant beam of light shot out from the pitch-black Force nucleus. In an instant, the pitch-

black Force nucleus turned fiery-red. Light blossomed. It was dazzling and scorching. 

Wang Teng was almost blinded by the light. 

The spirit looked like a real star now. 

A powerful spiritual fluctuation came out from the star. A faint spiritual mist seeped out of the nucleus 

and floated around it. This was the greatest power of divine spirit master—spiritual power! 

This was the Celestial Realm Spiritual power! 

At this moment, Wang Teng’s spirit had officially advanced to the Celestial Realm. It had reached an 

unprecedented height. 

This Celestial Realm Spirit was enough for him to trample all the other celestial-stage martial warriors. If 

he was to fight with Klook again, he wouldn’t need to use any sly moves. Killing him would be a piece of 

cake. 

This was how powerful the Celestial Realm Spirit was! 

Wang Teng gave a long sigh. He was overjoyed. He didn’t think that he would achieve a breakthrough in 

his spirit. The spirit realms were like the martial arts stages. There were nine levels. 

However, the 10 thousand points represented the entire nine levels. Thus, when Wang Teng collected 

10 thousand points of spirit attributes, he rose to the Celestial Realm naturally. 

It might seem very little, but spirit was harder to raise than martial arts. 

However, Wang Teng was extremely lucky. He had the spiritual labyrinth left by the cosmos-stage 

martial warrior, Nangong Yue, which provided a large amount of spirit for him. All of these spirit 

attributes were at the Planetary Realm. He also accidentally killed two celestial-stage martial warriors 

from the Saint Star Pagoda and gained more spirit attributes. 



Lastly, there were the dark apparitions. Their levels might be low, but they won in numbers! 

Wang Teng had destroyed an entire dark apparitions’ troop. Who knew how many dark apparitions 

there were inside. They donated a whole bunch of spirit attributes to him. 

After these few rounds of gains, his spirit was pushed to the peak of the Planetary Realm. 

Today, he performed a miracle. He managed to kill Klook alone. 

Think about it. Was it easy to chance upon these few situations normally? 

Of course not! 

Usually, he would never be able to collect so many Planetary Realm Spirit attributes at once. He would 

need to pick them up little by little from his fellow planetary-stage martial warriors. 

In conclusion, he was lucky. His handsome face allowed him to collect many luck points in his life. 

This advancement was an expected surprise. 

Spirit: 1/20000 (Celestial Realm) 

When Wang Teng saw the progress bar of the Celestial Realm Spirit, he became dispirited. 

He needed 20 thousand points of Celestial Realm Spirit! 

He sort of expected this, but he still felt depressed. How long would he need to reach that number? 

This was Celestial Realm Spirit. It wouldn’t be easy to pick it up! 

Not many celestial-stage martial warriors possessed the Celestial Realm Spirit. Only cosmos-stage 

martial warriors would definitely have Celestial Realm Spirit. 

That meant that Wang Teng needed to get this attribute from cosmos-stage martial warriors. 

Honestly, he still wanted to live longer. 

If he went to look for cosmos-stage martial warriors for duels, he wouldn’t be able to survive even if he 

had nine lives. If he had 99 lives… well, he could give it a try… 

Wang Teng shook his head and continued looking at another attribute. 

Next was enlightenment. 

The numerous planetary-stage martial warriors had provided 3800 points of Emperor Realm 

Enlightenment for Wang Teng. This was 380 points of the Planetary Realm Enlightenment. 

Adding Klook’s 240 points of Planetary Realm Enlightenment to it, he had 620 points of Planetary Realm 

Enlightenment. 

Enlightenment: 9395/10000 (Planetary Realm) 

His enlightenment attribute didn’t move up a realm. However, Wang Teng felt the changes to his 

enlightenment. He had a strange feeling that he had become smarter. 



Others would never experience this feeling. 

It felt amazing! 

Next were the various constellation Forces. Most of the martial warriors possessed the five basic 

elements. None of them had the mutated elements. 

Wang Teng was a little disappointed. 

He started counting the other Force attributes. 

The fire Force had the largest number with 15600 points. Klook was a celestial-stage martial warrior, so 

it was understandable that he would drop more Fire Force. 

The 15600 points of the constellation fire Force merged into Wang Teng’s body and advanced a level. 

Constellation Fire Force: 10100/30000 (planetary stage third level) 

This was followed by the constellation metal Force. Three of the martial warriors possessed the metal 

element, so there was slightly more metal Force. There were 11200 points of it. 

Wang Teng’s constellation metal Force climbed a level too. 

Constellation Metal Force: 2800/20000 (planetary stage second level) 

The constellation wood Force was next with 8600 points. Wang Teng’s constellation wood Force jumped 

from the first level to the second. 

Constellation Wood Force: 300/20000 (planetary stage second level) 

Constellation wood Force had always been Wang Teng’s weakest Force. He didn’t think that it would 

enjoy a small rise. 

Last, there were 6800 points of constellation earth Force and 6600 points of constellation water Force. 

His constellation earth Force was at the second level of the planetary stage. Now, it arrived at the third 

level. 

Only his constellation water Force remained at the first level. He just needed a bit more to advance. 

Constellation Earth Force: 400/30000 (planetary stage third level) 

Constellation Water Force: 9150/10000 (planetary stage first level) 

Wang Teng shook his head. It was a pity that his constellation water Force didn’t advance to the next 

level. 

He only needed a little more, but he didn’t use his blank attributes. He decided to wait for the next time 

he picked up constellation water Force. 

Wang Teng also realized, to his surprise, that he had gained a few scriptures. 

Star Earth Scripture*2300 

Star Wood Scripture*2100 



Star Water Scripture*3000 

Star Metal Scripture*2600 

He already had these scriptures. He knew that these basic elements star scriptures were common, but 

he didn’t think that they would be so common. He had just left Earth, killed a few random planetary-

stage martial warriors, and found these scriptures. 

How more common could it get? 

As expected of ordinary goods. 

Wang Teng muttered to himself. He glanced at the scriptures row on his attributes panel. He had 

already raised these scriptures to the perfected stage, so their realm didn’t change even though more 

points were added to them. 

However, many memories appeared in his mind. His understanding of these four scriptures reached a 

new height, exceeding the limit of the scriptures themselves. 

Wang Teng’s eyes shimmered. He was enlightened. The restriction and reinforcement relationship 

between the five elements seemed to be related to how these five elements worked and interacted 

with one another. 

As the attribute bubbles merged in this body, the invigorating feeling disappeared. 

I didn’t know that additional attributes can be used this way. Is this like drawing an analogy? Wang Teng 

wondered to himself. 

He glanced at the last attribute bubble. It was the Star Fire Scripture (celestial stage)! 

This was a similar celestial =-stage Star Fire Scripture! 

At first, Wang Teng thought that all five scriptures would be planetary-stage scriptures. This celestial-

stage Star Fire Scripture was quite unexpected. 

What would be after that? Heaven stage? 

Wang Teng’s expression turned strange. If that existed, this scripture wasn’t a simple set of scriptures. It 

must be an impressive scripture to be able to continue expanding to higher stages. 

A normal scripture would have just stopped at one stage! 

The 800 points of Celestial stage Star Fire Scripture entered Wang Teng’s body. The Star Fire Scripture 

on his attributes panel changed. 

Star Fire Scripture (celestial stage): 500/500 (well-versed) 

Even though this was a celestial-stage scripture, it contained the planetary-stage cultivation methods 

that were still maintained at the perfected stage. Thus, Wang Teng’s cultivation wasn’t affected. 

The last attribute bubble was an Ultima. It was the Flaming Python Sword! 



This was the powerful fire sword skill Klook had executed when they were fighting. He even enlightened 

the Ultima, so its power was astonishing. 

To Wang Teng, this was his third Ultima, and it was even a fire element Ultima that was known for its 

offensive ability. He was elated. 

It was extremely hard to enlighten an Ultima. Only a real talent could do it. Klook was a talent too! 

However, if he knew that the Ultima he took so much effort to get got picked up by Wang Teng so easily, 

he might climb out of his coffin in anger! 
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Flaming Python Sword (Ultima): 500/500 (second level) 

Looking at the newly added Ultima, Wang Teng nodded with satisfaction. The 600 attribute points were 

enough to raise the Flaming Python Sword Ultima to the second level! 

At this time, the attribute bubbles had all been collected. Only a short time had passed. 

Round Ball did not appear, but its shocked voice was ringing in Wang Teng’s mind, “I didn’t expect you 

to actually kill a celestial-stage martial warrior! 

“It’s normal. There’s no need to praise me!” Wang Teng replied calmly. 

Round Ball was at a loss for words. “Can you not be so thick-skinned?” 

“I’m not. My skin is very thin.” Wang Teng snickered. 

“Scram!” Round Ball rolled its eyes. It would lose its temper because of Wang Teng’s shamelessness. It 

was done! 

“We should go.” Wang Teng stopped smiling. 

Round Ball was taken aback, not expecting Wang Teng to switch so fast. He was still smiling just now, 

but he suddenly got serious that it was caught off guard. 

“Do you still want the Olant Federation’s battlecraft?” Wang Teng asked. 

“Let’s go up and have a look. A planetary-level battlecraft is not worth much. Besides, an Olant 

Federation’s battlecraft wouldn’t be easy to sell. We can only see if we can dismantle any parts,” Round 

Ball replied. 

Both of them then came to the battlecraft with bad intentions. 

“Look.” Round Ball smirked. As an intelligent lifeform, it easily hacked into the main control room of the 

battlecraft. 

“Can it be done?” Wang Teng asked. 

“Don’t worry. This battlecraft’s intelligent system is just a brat. Its level is much lower than mine. Dealing 

with it will be a piece of cake,” Round Ball said proudly. 



Sure enough, in just a moment, the battlecraft’s hatch opened. Wang Teng stepped inside and came to 

the main control room with Round Ball’s guidance. 

The main control room was not large and was much inferior to Wang Teng’s QY-E63 spacecraft. He took 

a quick glance and lost interest immediately. 

“Wait for a while. I’ll order the robots to dismantle the useful parts. Then, we’ll see if there’s anything 

good on this battlecraft,” Round Ball spoke while moving. 

Suddenly, engineering robots walked out from the bottom of the battlecraft and dispersed to different 

sections. They then began to operate under Round Ball’s control. 

These engineering robots were originally on the battlecraft. Their levels were not high and had average 

intelligence. Hence, they did not cost too much. However, they were diligent in performing their tasks 

assigned by the intelligence system. They were the best cheap labor available. 

“Hey, I found something good!” Round Ball suddenly said with surprise. 

“What did you find?” Wang Teng was stunned and asked. 

“Celestites!” Round Ball exclaimed. 

“Celestites!” Wang Teng felt that the name was somewhat familiar. 

“It’s a rare type of ore with wind attributes. A ton of this can be sold in the Great Qian Empire for 10 

GQC!” Round Ball explained. 

“One ton for only 10 GQC.” Wang Teng looked at Round Ball speechlessly. He felt that it was making a 

mountain out of a molehill. 

“Only!” Round Ball glared at Wang Teng. “Do you even know what 10 GQC means?” 

“The Great Qian Empire is a high-tier civilization. 1 Great Qian Empire coin is equivalent to 1000 units of 

a medium-tier civilization’s currency. And 1 unit of a medium-tier civilization’s currency is worth 1000 

units of a low-tier civilization’s currency…” 

Wang Teng’s eyes widened as he interrupted, “Which means, 1 GQC is equivalent to a million Olant 

Federation’s currency?!” 

“Now you know!” Round Ball wrapped its arms and chuckled. 

“F**k!” Wang Teng cursed. 

Although he knew that the gap between the three different tiers of civilization was huge, he didn’t 

expect it to be this huge! 

One unit of a high-tier civilization’s currency was equivalent to a million units of a low-tier civilization’s 

currency! 

What kind of concept was this! 

At that moment, Wang Teng suddenly remembered that he had obtained a lot of celestites from the 

dark apparition’s military camp when he went on his first military mission. 



However, the bad thing was that he had sold most of them and only left a little for himself. After all, 

those ores weren’t useful for him, and it was better for them to be exchanged for money back then. 

And he sold those celestites for a few billion of Earth’s coins. It wasn’t even enough for Olant 

Federation’s currency. 

He was fuming now that he thought about it! 

“What’s wrong?” Round Ball couldn’t help but take a few steps back. It asked carefully when it saw the 

scary look on his face. 

“I have lost countless billions!” Wang Teng turned and walked away. “No, I have to return to Earth!” 

Round Ball was a little stunned and held him back frantically, “What are you doing? You finally came out, 

and now you want to go back? You must be crazy!” 

“You don’t understand.” Wang Teng wanted to vomit blood in depression. 

“What is going on exactly? Tell me, and I’ll see what we can do.” Round Ball was helpless. Sometimes, it 

thought that Wang Teng was very mature, unlike a young man in his twenties. Other times, he was 

childish and was like a big kid who made others speechless. 

And Wang Teng said it. 

Round Ball was also speechless after listening to it and kept lamenting, “What a waste, what a waste!” 

“Yeah, you would think so too. If I went back to get those celestites, I would have to spend hundreds of 

millions of coins. I wouldn’t make a loss.” Wang Teng did his calculations. 

He knew that if he was going to the Great Qian Empire, he would definitely need money. Now, he was 

just a poor man. 

Wang Teng was like a country bumpkin carrying a thousand dollars in his pocket. Although he had 

earned quite a sum in the valleys, it wasn’t even enough for a good meal in the big city. 

Someone like him who was used to being wealthy on Earth would not be able to stand being a poor 

man. 

Although Round Ball felt pity for him, it still stopped him and said quickly, “We have no time to waste 

now. People from the Olant Federation will come soon. However, it seems that Earth does have many 

treasures now. The most important thing is to gain control of Earth so that you can develop it in the 

future. Don’t be penny-wise and pound-foolish.” 

Wang Teng wasn’t stupid. He understood immediately and nodded. “You’re right. I almost got my 

priorities wrong. Let’s obtain autonomous control of Earth first!” 

“That’s right!” Round Ball heaved a sigh of relief. “I have another piece of good news for you.” 

“What good news?” 

“I found the source of celestites from the battlecraft’s database,” Round Ball said mysteriously. 
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“What?!” Wang Teng was shocked. “Where?” 

“On a planet with no signs of life. The coordinates are in the database,” Round Ball chuckled. “Based on 

its calculation, there are at least 30 thousand tons of celestites on it.” 

“30 thousand tons of celestites is 300 thousand GQC!” Wang Teng’s eyes lit up. 

As a rich third generation, he hadn’t been this excited over money for a while. 

It wasn’t easy! 

He was doing it for survival! 

“All thanks to the commander of this fleet. This huge celestite mine is worth three hundred billion OFC. 

He probably wanted to take private possession of it, so he didn’t report it, and it landed in our hands.” 

Round Ball gloated. 

“That’s three hundred billion OFC. I won’t report it either,” Wang Teng shook his head and lamented. He 

took a deep breath. 

“This is how humans are.” Round Ball seemed emotional. 

“Shall we take a look at the mine first?” Wang Teng asked. 

“There’s no hurry. The planet hasn’t been discovered, so we should still head to the Great Qian Empire 

first. Then, we’ll think of a way to mine it. It’s impossible to quickly mine 30 thousand tons of ore. We’ll 

need lots of mining equipment,” Round Ball shook its head and answered. 

“Alright, let’s leave first,” Wang Teng said helplessly. 

“Yes, the battlecraft has been dismantled. I have taken all the valuable parts.” Round Ball gave a 

delighted smile. 

“Let’s go!’ Wang Teng nodded and prepared to leave the battlecraft. 

“Wait!” Round Ball suddenly shouted. 

“What is it now?” Wang Teng stopped in his tracks. 

“There’s a call notification. It’s a mandatory call that must be picked up. If I didn’t block it, it will be 

connected instantly,” Round Ball’s expression changed as it said. 

Wang Teng’s gaze turned sharp. “Answer it!” 

“Answer it?” Round Ball was dumbfounded. “Are you sure?” 

“Yes, connect it.” Wang Teng nodded calmly. 

“Alright, I’ll listen to you.” Round Ball didn’t know what Wang Teng wanted to do, but it believed that he 

wouldn’t make a meaningless decision. 

Beep! 



An image appeared on the main screen. There was an elder wearing a gray gown on it. This was the 

person who gave Klook the order! 

The instant he appeared, he noticed something amiss. He stared at Wang Teng with an indifferent and 

icy gaze. 

“Who are you?” he asked in the common universal language. 

“Let me introduce myself. I’m Wang Teng from Earth,” Wang Teng remained composed and replied to 

him with a smile. 

“Earth!” The elder understood what he meant. “You’re the person who escaped from the trial planet?” 

“The trial planet? Is this what you call my mother planet?” Wang Teng’s gaze turned frosty as he scoffed. 

The elder in gray didn’t notice the flash of coldness in Wang Teng’s eyes. He asked arrogantly as if he 

was Wang Teng’s superior, “Where’s Klook?” 

“Dead.” 

“You killed him?” The elder’s expression turned grim. A terrifying aura exuded from his body. Even 

though he was just an image on the screen, the aura still hit Wang Teng head-on. 

“Hmph!” Wang Teng snorted. The spirit constellation in his consciousness started to heat up. A fierce 

spiritual fluctuation floated out of his body and collided with the aura of the elder in gray. 

Boom! 

The two forces crashed in mid-air and disappeared in the blink of an eye. 

Wang Teng stood in his original position stably. However, he had turned more serious. 

Cosmos-stage martial warrior! 

Based on the elder’s aura, he was definitely not a celestial-stage martial warrior. He was at the cosmos 

stage! 

Wang Teng barely managed to withstand the confrontation because his spirit had just advanced to the 

Celestial Realm and the elder wasn’t here in person. 

Even so, he didn’t back down. He remained expressionless and composed. Even if his opponent was a 

cosmos-stage martial warrior, he wouldn’t be able to climb through the screen and grab him. There was 

nothing to be afraid of. 

“No wonder Ma Dayuan and Ning Honglang died there. I didn’t think that an anomaly like you would 

appear on the trial planet.” The elder’s expression turned grim as he continued glaring at Wang Teng. 

Wang Teng didn’t deny it. 

“You won’t be able to leave the Olant Federation.” The elder saw Wang Teng’s expression and knew 

that Ma Dayuan and Ning Honglang’s death must have something to do with him. 



“I welcome you.” Wang Teng’s face remained calm, but a powerful killing intent shot out from his body. 

“I’ll kill whoever that comes.” 

“How dare you!” The elder’s face turned hideous. 

No one had spoken to him like this ever since he became a cosmos-stage martial warrior. Yet, this 

martial warrior from the trial planet dared to refute him? 

He must be tired of living! 

“You can continue flaring up. Bye.” Wang Teng asked Round Ball to end the call. 

The elder still wanted to speak, but the screen had already blacked out. 

“Stupid old man.” Wang Teng cursed. 

“Wang Teng, is it really alright to offend a cosmos-stage martial warrior?” Round Ball asked with a 

strange expression. 

Wang Teng had asked it to connect the call because he wanted to provoke the other party. This was 

unexpected. 

“I have already offended him. Why would I be worried about that?” Wang Teng replied nonchalantly. 

“There will be more martial warriors chasing us now,” Round Ball said helplessly. 

“That’s good. My aim is to get all his attention on us.” There seemed to be a meaning hidden in his 

words. 

“I see.” Round Ball was enlightened. 

“Let’s go.” Wang Teng turned around and walked out of the battlecraft without any hesitation. 

Round Ball followed him while mumbling, “Honestly, I felt quite good when you scolded that cosmos-

stage martial warrior.” 

“You’re lacking experience. To think that you’re an intelligent lifeform, but you haven’t experienced this 

before.” Wang Teng shook his head. 

Round Ball’s mood went down the hill. It had lived for more than a million years only to get educated by 

this small brat? 

They left the battlecraft and returned to their QY-E63 spacecraft, setting sail again. The spacecraft shot 

into the wormhole ahead like a beam of light. 

Boom! 

At the same time, the battlecraft from the Olant Federation exploded and turned into a huge fireball. It 

shattered into countless pieces in space. The metal fragments turned into junk and floated in this empty 

darkness. 

Gradually, peace resumed in this area. The wormhole continued to float silently in the dark. 

… 



The Olant Federation! 

There were nine main galaxies in the Olant Federation. Every galaxy was guarded by a cosmos-stage 

martial warrior. 

At this moment, above the main planet of the Milky Way, the Milky Planet, an ear-piercing and furious 

roar was heard echoing out of a huge palace. Immense pressure spiraled around the palace like a 

terrifying giant beast had been enraged. 

“Send ten fleets and let ninth-level celestial-stage martial warriors lead them. Chase and kill this man!” A 

cold voice resounded in the palace. 

Chapter 886: Time*1! 

The QY-E63 spacecraft set sail again. It went into the wormhole and headed straight for the Great Qian 

Empire. 

“The wormhole is an extremely peculiar presence in the universe. 

“It’s a narrow tunnel that’s able to connect two different spaces. It might also be a space tunnel that 

connects a black hole and a white hole. Hence, it’s called a gray tunnel. 

“Regardless, you can travel through space instantly using a wormhole… or rather, travel through time!” 

Round Ball happily showed off its knowledge in the command room of the spacecraft. 

“Time travel!” There was a strange glow in Wang Teng’s eyes. 

He had never come into contact with this mysterious field. Time was hard to grasp. It was many times 

more mysterious than space. 

Round Ball smiled when it saw Wang Teng’s interest was piqued. It continued, “When the universe was 

born, everything was in chaos. Then, it operated by itself, and time and space came into being. These 

nine basic elements form the physical universe: metal, wood, water, fire, earth, wind, lightning, light, 

and dark. They encompass everything.” 

“Chaos!” Wang Teng seemed to have caught something. 

Metal, wood, water, fire, earth, wind, lightning, light, dark… He had everything! 

He even had the space talent. 

“You should already count your luck since you possess the space talent. This is already very impressive. 

But if you want to have the time talent, I only have one word for you: Difficult! 

“Extremely difficult! 

“Close to impossible!” 

Round Ball turned serious. It shook its head and continued, “Only the deities can touch time. Ordinary 

beings won’t be able to feel it at all. 

“In the past, there were talents in the universe that possessed the time talent. What do you think 

happened to them?” 



“What?” Wang Teng played along. He had to admit that Round Ball had ignited his interest. 

People born with the time talent must be immensely powerful. But based on Round Ball’s tone, their 

ending didn’t seem good. 

“They were corroded by time. Those who played with time get devoured by it,” Round Ball said after a 

moment of silence. 

“Corroded by time?!” Wang Teng frowned, contemplating the meaning. 

“Someone used his time talent too early, which resulted in his physical body aging drastically because 

his lifespan wasn’t long enough. In the end, he died an unwilling death. Others drew lessons from their 

predecessors and focused on building their foundation in the early stage of life. They only started using 

their time talent after reaching a high stage and gaining a longer lifespan. During their cultivation, they 

gained many benefits. They were indomitable. However, even martial warriors at the eternal stage are 

nothing in front of time. Some got devoured by time and disappeared from the physical world. It was as 

if they had never existed…” 
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Round Ball explained to Wang Teng slowly. It seemed to be warning him of the dangers. “Space is the 

same. It is mysterious. We can only grasp a section of it. There are too many unknowns out there. Since 

ancient times, many formidable martial warriors have been devoured by space. 

“The people who possessed the time talent were renowned characters too. But none of them escaped 

death. Thus, don’t rely on your talent too much. Cultivation is still the key.” 

Wang Teng nodded to express his agreement. He felt a little emotional. 

His journey had been extremely smooth. He relied on picking attributes to raise his ability. Compared to 

those talents, he didn’t have to care about such worries. 

It felt amazing just thinking about it! 

Cough. Wang Teng pulled his thoughts back and asked, “Does anyone have chaos Force?” 

…(⊙_⊙;)… 

“What did you say?” Round Ball turned its head abruptly in astonishment. It didn’t understand his 

question. 

“Erm, does anyone ever have the chaos Force?” Wang Teng repeated. He felt that Round Ball probably 

heard wrong. 

“Why are you asking this?” Round Ball asked him back in shock. 

“Nothing. I’m just curious,” Wang Teng replied casually without changing his expression. 

“Curiosity kills the cat!” Round Ball said earnestly. “I have never heard of anyone possessing the chaos 

Force. Even if there is, we might not be able to reach that level. 



“But trust me, chaos Force will probably never appear. It’s even rarer than the time talent. Don’t think 

too much.” 

“Why not?” Wang Teng was unwilling to give up. 

“Do you really have to get to the bottom of it? Alright, let me tell you.” Round Ball snorted in anger. It 

sat down cross-legged in mid-air in front of Wang Teng so that it could look him in the eye. Placing its 

hand on its chin, it continued, “Let’s not talk about being born with this talent. I have never heard of 

something like that. 

“As for acquiring it during cultivation, that’s unrealistic. 

“You should know that the chaos Force comprises all the elements I mentioned just now.” 

“Metal, wood, water, fire, earth, wind, lightning, light, dark, space, and time.” Wang Teng nodded. Then 

he frowned. “What about ice and poison? Aren’t they counted?” 

“Ice and poison are mutated elements. They are not the basic elements.” Round Ball shook its head. 

“Please continue,” Wang Teng said. 

“If you want to form the chaos Force, you need to possess all nine basic elements as well as the space 

and time talent. The probability of possessing all these Forces and talents is one out of a billion out of a 

billion. Let’s talk about the dark Force. Besides dark apparitions, normal living creatures won’t be able to 

control it. Once you delve into the dark, you won’t be able to climb out of the abyss. 

“You also need to maintain a balance between all the Forces. There mustn’t be a single mistake or you 

will explode and die. This is the only way you can merge all the elements… This is as difficult as 

possessing all the Force and talents. It might even be harder.” 

It started to frown as it spoke. It didn’t think that anyone could do it. 

“You’re thinking too much. I honestly admire you for having such bold and unrealistic thoughts.” Round 

Ball rolled its eyes at Wang Teng. Then, it turned and floated away. “Alright, I’m not going to waste time 

on you anymore. I have to forge the battle armor. Have a good cultivation. Try to raise your ability as 

much as you can before our enemies come.” 

It disappeared immediately after it finished speaking. It had merged into the main body of the 

spacecraft and could go anywhere it wanted. How convenient. 

Impossible? Wang Teng muttered to himself. Suddenly, he saw a few attribute bubbles floating in the 

space in front of him. 

He stared at them and released his spiritual power immediately, pulling the attribute bubbles over. 

Time*1 
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Time*1 

Time*1 



… 

There were only three bubbles and three points of attributes in total. 

However, Wang Teng still widened his eyes in surprise. His eyeballs almost popped out of their sockets. 

He was flabbergasted. 

Time attribute! 

This was the time attribute that Round Ball said was even more mysterious than space! 

Chapter 887: Is It Difficult To Master Spiritual Kinesis Control? 

  

Time! 

Wang Teng managed to enter a territory forbidden to most ordinary people. And it was an out-of-the-

blue encounter, coming without even giving him a chance to prepare himself. 

Three points of time attribute were quite little, but they meant much to him. They allowed him to 

possess the time talent. 

As the attributes entered his body, an unpredictable change occurred. A mysterious force seemed to 

have dawned on him and was transforming him. 

He felt a hint of enlightenment. It allowed him to gain some understanding of the power of time. 

Wang Teng lifted his hand and closed his eyes to feel the passing of time. 

At this moment, he felt that he was immersed in the power of time. He felt a time river shrouded in 

layers of mist roaring into the future. It was irreversible, and there were dazzling lights shimmering in 

the river. He could barely see it through the haze. It felt like an illusion, lustrous and dazzling. 

However, this image only lasted for a split second. It disappeared quickly. 

“Sigh~” Wang Teng opened his eyes. There was a mysterious glow. He let out a long sigh, and it was 

gone. 

What did Round Ball say just now? 

Wang Teng asked himself. He smiled brightly. 

At first, he thought that forming the chaos Force would be a strenuous task. After all, normal people 

wouldn’t be able to curb the difficulties. 

But he managed to receive the time attribute Round Ball said was impossible. 

Was this fate? 

Heavens were aiding him. There was nothing impossible. Even if it weren’t the heavens, his system was 

helping him. 

Wang Teng believed that with the help of his system, he would be able to create the chaos Force soon. 



As a bug, there was a chance he could complete what others couldn’t. 

Wang Teng shook his head and sat down on the seat in the command room. He released his spiritual 

power to all corners of the spacecraft so that he wouldn’t miss any more time attribute bubbles. 

He even released a number of void mayflies to scout further areas in search of time attributes. 

Everything would come to those who wait. 

The time attribute appeared again. 

Time*1 

Time*2 

… 

He picked up the two attribute bubbles. One of them contained 2 points of time attribute, totaling 

another 3 points. 

At the same time, he noticed a pattern. The time attribute bubbles mostly appeared in areas where time 

and space were distorted. The greater the distortion, the more the number of attribute bubbles. 

Wang Teng smiled. He started looking out for distortions in the universe. As expected, he found four 

attribute bubbles in the next area of distortion. 

Time*2 

Time*3 

Time*1 

Time*2 

… 

There was a small whirlpool in this area where space and time were distorted. Wang Teng picked up 8 

points of time attributes here. 

He was elated. 

These 8 points of time attribute allowed him to have a deeper understanding of time. His time talent 

started to become stronger too. 

He could clearly feel himself getting more powerful. It was a peculiar feeling. 

It felt like the old days when he had just started practicing martial arts and collecting attribute bubbles. 

Their numbers were negligible when compared with his gains now, but he was able to feel his power 

increasingly clearly. It was satisfying. 

Now, he managed to experience it again. 



Soon, he regained his senses and felt a little speechless. It had been a while since he was overjoyed to 

find single-digit attribute points. He didn’t know if he should be happy or blame himself for having a 

weak composure. 

“I should take a look at Round Ball. It has probably started making the armor.” Wang Teng got up and 

went to the smithery studio. 

His spiritual power continued searching for time attributes outside. This was a must. 

In the smithery studio. 

Round Ball had already started forging. Hammering sounds were heard continuously, but they were only 

heard when the door opened. The room was soundproof. 

Wang Teng was used to this environment. Mind you, he was a master-level blacksmith. He had seen all 

kinds of smithery studios… 

To his surprise, when he entered the smithery studio, he realized that he had never seen anything like 

this. 

o(╯□╰)o 

Round Ball floated in mid-air with its arms crossed in front of its chest. It was in a serious mode. Two 

large purple iron hammers were hammering a pitch-black piece of metal violently. 

The two large hammers went down one after another like two companions with great chemistry. Their 

cooperation was impressive. 

Round Ball looked like the evil parent watching over its children’s homework. 

Wang Teng touched his chin uncontrollably when he saw this scene. “Using spiritual kinesis to control 

the tools seems like a good idea.” 

“You need to reach the small achievement level for your Spiritual Kinesis Control skill if you want to do 

this,” Round Ball glanced at him and said. 

“Is it hard to master the skill?” Wang Teng asked. 

After interacting with Round Ball for many days, he knew that it possessed Spirit. Thus, he wasn’t 

surprised. 

As he walked into the smithery studio, he felt a heat wave blowing into his face. This came from the 

artificial flame burning below the smithing table. This was a high-temperature flame created using 

flame-type runes. It was very convenient. He also picked up the attribute bubbles scattered around him 

along the way. 

These attribute bubbles dropped when Round Ball was forging the battle armor. This was the reason 

why he came. 

Spiritual Kinesis Control*30 

Smithery*100 



Smithery*120 

Spiritual Kinesis Control*35 

Smithery*105 

Celestial Realm Spirit*10 
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… 

Round Ball had been at work for some time, so many attribute bubbles had accumulated in the room. It 

was fortunate that Wang Teng came early. It would be a waste if these attribute bubbles disappeared. 

Wang Teng counted his gains. 

He received 360 points of Spiritual Kinesis Control, 450 points of smithery, and 40 points of Celestial 

Realm Spirit. Overall, the gains were not bad. 

Especially for Spiritual Kinesis Control. This was the skill Round Ball mentioned a moment ago, the one 

Nangong Yue had left behind. He hadn’t started learning it. 

However, the 360 points of attributes allowed him to reach the foundation stage instantly. 

Spiritual Kinesis Control: 360/1000 (foundation) 

Wang Teng was surprised when he noticed that he needed 1000 points to reach the next stage. 

Normally, the foundation stage only required 100 points. It looked like the Spiritual Kinesis Control was 

indeed difficult to master. 

The smithery attributes were added, but there was no change in his level. He was still at the master 

level. 

However, Wang Teng managed to receive much grandmaster-level knowledge about smithery. 

This was a better gain than master-level knowledge. It allowed his smithery mastery to rise 

tremendously. 

Chapter 888: Grandmaster! 

   

Blacksmith: 2850/3000 (Master) 

Wang Teng looked at the secondary job section and realized that his blacksmith attribute was on the 

verge of a breakthrough. 

He was elated! 

Round Ball was at the grandmaster level, which came after the master level! 



There were no grandmaster blacksmiths on Earth, and they all had high statuses in the universe. In a 

sense, although they were not on the same level as a cosmos-stage martial warrior, their statuses were 

much greater than celestial-stage martial warriors. 

This was because grandmasters were distinguished guests of many cosmos-stage martial warriors. They 

needed battle armor and weapons forged by the grandmaster blacksmiths. 

This was what Round Ball had told Wang Teng when he was bragging about it. That was why Wang Teng 

wanted to be a grandmaster blacksmith badly. In any case, one’s status in the universe was very 

important. 

His strength wasn’t at the cosmos stage now, but if he became a grandmaster, his status would naturally 

rise. 

Round Ball didn’t know about his blacksmith level. Wang Teng planned to shock it and enjoy its reaction. 

Wang Teng harbored malicious thoughts in his mind and then looked at the last Celestial Realm Spirit 

attribute. 

His spirit had just reached the Celestial Realm. An increase of 40 points was a slight improvement. 

“Is it difficult?” Round Ball couldn’t help but roll its eyes when it heard Wang Teng, “You are always 

talking big. Do you know difficult it is to cultivate Spiritual Kinesis Control? I took three… Ahem, three 

years to become proficient.” 

After it finished speaking, Round Ball muttered in its heart, That was close. I almost told him the actual 

time I took. A genius like me can’t be taken lightly by this brat. 

“Three years! So long!” Wang Teng exclaimed in surprise. 

Round Ball became depressed and snarled, “Go away. You don’t know anything at all. You will know how 

tough it is when you start cultivating. Three years is considered a short time. Someone like you will take 

at least thirty years, and you might not even make it.” 

Wang Teng smirked and didn’t refute it. He walked closer to watch Round Ball do some smithing. With 

his talent, eyes, and attainments, he could learn a lot without picking up attribute bubbles. 

Besides, the guidance of a grandmaster blacksmith was very useful. Not everyone had the opportunity 

to experience it. That was why Wang Teng didn’t take it seriously, and Round Ball didn’t shun him either. 

Other grandmaster blacksmiths would never give others an opportunity to observe them unless it was 

for their direct disciples. 

“By the way, don’t you have the Emerald Glazed Flame? Let me use it. It will speed up the forging 

process,” Round Ball said. 

When it mentioned this, it couldn’t help but get a little jealous. A divine flame like that was possessed by 

a stupid boy like Wang Teng. 

What a waste! 



Wang Teng didn’t know that Round Ball was complaining about him. He didn’t hesitate and summoned 

his Emerald Glazed Flame. 

An emerald flame appeared in the air. However, this was not the time to change the flames yet. 

Round Ball didn’t speak and continued to forge the piece of black metal with the artificial flame. The 

clanging of metal didn’t stop. 

After about three minutes, Wang Teng suddenly flicked his fingers, and the Emerald Glazed Flame 

landed on the smithing table. 

Swoosh! 

The black metal instantly turned red, revealing strips of forged lines on it. 

When Round Ball was about to ask Wang Teng to change the flames, he was already on to it. On top of 

that, the timing and the heat were just right and it couldn’t find the slightest fault in it. It was really 

surprised. 

It was only for a moment though. The grandmaster blacksmith got back to its senses and continued to 

control the two hammers to forge. Now that the Emerald Glazed Flame was blazing, the forging speed 

was much faster. 

Round Ball immediately felt the benefits of a divine flame and was even more envious of it. At the same 

time, it wanted to clear its doubts, “Have you dabbled in smithery before?” 

“I’ve learned a little!” Wang Teng replied humbly. 

“More than a little.” Round Ball squinted at him. That precision and perfect change of flames. That 

smooth transition. It was no different from what it was capable of. An ordinary blacksmith couldn’t have 

done it. 

Wang Teng smiled and sat down. He continued to observe quietly and picked up the attribute bubbles 

that were dropping from Round Ball. 

Spiritual Kinesis Control*80 

Celestial Realm Spirit*15 

Smithery*105 

Smithery*120 

… 

As the attribute bubbles merged into his body, Wang Teng’s mind shuddered. Countless insights 

integrated into his memory, and his blacksmith mastery was elevated as it crossed the threshold. 

Grandmaster! 

At this moment, his blacksmith mastery had surpassed the master level and reached the grandmaster 

level. 



Blacksmith: 60/10000 (Grandmaster) 

Round Ball could never imagine that Wang Teng reached the grandmaster level just by observing it by 

the side. What a terrifying speed. 

Time went by, and three days passed in a flash. 

In those three days, Round Ball had finished forging Wang Teng’s customized battle armor, including 

that pair of wings of wind and lightning. 

And Wang Teng picked up a lot of attribute bubbles, which improved his blacksmith mastery. 

Blacksmith: 620/10000 (Grandmaster) 

Similarly, his Spiritual Kinesis Control had improved as well, advancing to the well-versed stage. 

Spiritual Kinesis Control: 350/5000 (well-versed) 

To get past the well-versed stage, he would need 5000 attribute points, five times the foundation stage. 

No wonder Round Ball took three years to reach the small achievement stage. 

If he really took it step by step, three years was indeed a short time. People who were not talented 

would take much longer. 

Besides that, Wang Teng had also obtained 280 points of Celestial Realm Spirit. It was a sizeable sum. 

Wang Teng was very content. 

At this moment, he was standing in the smithery studio with Round Ball and looking at the battle armor 

in front of him. 

The battle armor stood directly on the ground. It was black-red and with flame-like patterns carved on it. 

The helmet protected the head well. However, it looked somewhat ferocious. It was like a head of a 

vicious beast. The entire battle armor looked exquisite like a piece of art. But the helmet… 

For a while, Wang Teng didn’t know how to describe it. 

An elegant beast? 

What elegant beast? Wang Teng couldn’t complain. 

He was suspicious of Round Ball. It was either making fun of him or there was a problem with its eyes. 

“You designed this thing?” Wang Teng rubbed his eyebrows and asked helplessly. 

“That’s right. It was designed by yours truly. How is it? It looks good, right?” Round Ball was very proud. 

“Back in those days, I went to Great Qian Empire’s best college to study design.” 
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Wang Teng: I see~ 

Chapter 889: Wild Gentleman? 

   



Wang Teng was too lazy to care about Round Ball’s boasting. He sized up the red-black battle armor 

before fixing his gaze on the metallic pair of wings at the back. 

The wings were properly retracted. Before he turned to the back, he couldn’t see any signs of the wings 

from the front. 

This pair of wings were made of extremely light and thin feathers. The pieces of feathers stacked onto 

one another, so the wings didn’t take up much space when folded. 

The metallic feathers were green and purple. There were spots of purple patterns on the green surface. 

It was beautiful. 

“These are the wings of wind and lightning!” Round Ball’s eyes were glowing. It seemed extremely 

satisfied with its work. 

Wang Teng was impressed too. He caressed the green-purple feathers lightly and felt the sharpness of 

the feathers. He could also sense the faint lightning and wind element runes on them. He was delighted 

with this product. 

Round Ball gave him a huge surprise! 

“This battle armor and the wings of wind and lightning are both at the cosmos level. When you wear it, 

you can reach celestial-stage speed and can handle the attacks from celestial-stage martial warriors. You 

will be indomitable in the celestial stage,” Round Ball explained. 

“But it will be another story if you meet some rare formidable celestial-stage monsters. After all, those 

people can fight with cosmos-stage martial warriors, so you can’t judge them based on common sense.” 

“Cosmos-stage speed!” Wang Teng’s eyes lit up. 

Speed was the key! 

His cultivation was only at the planetary stage. If he didn’t possess Celestial Realm Spirit, he wouldn’t be 

able to reach cosmos-stage speed. 

But with the wings of wind and lightning, everything was different. 

Moreover, he could use them together with his Celestial Realm Spirit, so his speed could be on par with 

the first three levels of the cosmos stage. 

“Try it on.” Round Ball smiled when it saw his excited expression. 

“Okay!” Wang Teng didn’t reject the offer. This armor was designed for him. There was no better time 

to wear it. 

“Acknowledge the armor first by dripping a drop of blood into the core. The battle armor will remember 

your gene formation, and it will be yours to use from now on.” Round Ball pointed at the chest area of 

the battle armor. 

The chest area flicked open, revealing numerous runes squeezed inside the core. Wang Teng dripped his 

blood inside, and the runes lit up as if they were alive. The light followed the lines of the runes and 

spread to the rest of the battle armor instantly. 



“You can wear this armor with a single thought,” Round Ball said. 

Wang Teng followed its instructions, and the battle armor immediately dashed towards him like a bolt of 

red-black lightning. It covered his body like liquid and turned into the shape of armor again. 

The entire process took less than three seconds. 

The armor was a perfect fit. It gave off a red-black metallic glow. Under the bright lights in the smithery 

studio, it exuded a sharp and chilly aura like a ruthless and ferocious God! 

“Oh my!” Wang Teng was astounded. 

He had seen battle armors and even donned one before, but they weren’t worn like this. 

The battle armor he got from the alien candidates would split into different parts before combining into 

armor again on his body. Yet, this one covered his body like a liquid. It was amazing. 

“Haha, this is a special function available to cosmos-level battle armor. The metal can change state 

freely, so you can wear it faster than other lower-level battle armor. It’s more convenient too,” Round 

Ball smiled and said. 

“Good riddance!” Wang Teng touched the battle armor on his body and felt the cold temperature of this 

perfect armor. He clenched his fist. His movements were as agile as if the armor wasn’t present. 

“If you’re not using the wings of wind and lightning, you can keep them in the hidden compartment 

behind your back. That way, no one can tell that you have such a powerful escaping feature,” Round Ball 

said. 

“Oh, this design is good.” Wang Teng moved his thoughts and the wings behind were automatically kept 

in the hidden compartment. 

The battle armor looked normal. 

“Does this armor have a name?” Wang Teng asked. 

“I named it the Wild Gentleman! What do you think?” Round Ball got excited when it mentioned the 

name. He looked at Wang Teng in anticipation, hoping to gain recognition from him. 

Wang Teng felt speechless. The corners of his lips trembled violently. 

Wild Gentleman? 

What kind of name is this! 

He knew that he shouldn’t place all his hopes on Round Ball. This fellow was bad at designing and 

naming. Yet it didn’t seem to know its flaws and even felt proud of itself. 

“What did you say? I didn’t hear you properly. Never mind, the name is not important. Let’s talk about it 

in the future.” Wang Teng dug his ear and pretended that he didn’t hear Round Ball. 

“F**k, what do you mean? Are you questioning my naming sense? Let me tell you, this battle armor will 

be called the Wild Gentleman. Since I made it, I have the right to name it.” Round Ball glared at Wang 

Teng, acting stubborn. 



“I’m going to test out the power of this battle armor in the cultivation room.” Wang Teng turned around 

and strode outside. He couldn’t wait to test the speed of this pair of wings. 

Round Ball was furious. It mumbled unhappily as it followed behind him. 

Boom! 

At this moment, there was a loud explosion. The spacecraft shook violently. 

“What happened?” Wang Teng turned serious. 

“Damn it, we’re under attack. Luckily, the defense shield blocked it.” Round Ball’s expression turned 

ugly. It lifted its hand, and a ray of light appeared in front of them. 

The situation outside the spacecraft was displayed at the end of this beam of light. Ten spacecraft were 

closing in on them at a fast speed. There was still a distance between them, but they had already 

launched their attacks. Beams of light shot through the universe, heading straight for the QY-E63 

spacecraft. 

“Olant Federation!” Wang Teng and Round Ball saw the Olant Federation symbol on the spacecraft. 

Their expressions changed slightly. They didn’t expect their enemies to arrive so quickly, even following 

them into the wormhole. 

“Good timing. I can use them to test the power of my battle armor.” Killing intent oozed out of Wang 

Teng’s eyes as he took a large step forward. 

“Going out? We’re in a wormhole. Even cosmos-stage martial warriors don’t dare to step out into a 

wormhole casually. Are you looking for death?” Round Ball stopped him immediately. 

“Have you forgotten that I have space talent?” Wang Teng continued walking. 

“Besides the power of space, the power of time also exists in the wormhole. You will be dead if you get 

sucked into a time current,” Round Ball caught up with him and said sternly. 

“Don’t worry, I know what I’m doing.” Wang Teng didn’t tell Round Ball that he had just gained the time 

talent and could evade time currents. Thus, there was nothing to be afraid of. 

Round Ball still wanted to persuade him, but the cabin door opened, and Wang Teng flew out like a ray 

of light with his red-black battle armor. 

“This fellow!” Round Ball stomped its feet in anger. There was nothing it could do. 

Chapter 890: Detonation~ 

   

Wang Teng rushed out of the spacecraft and activated his Shadow Merging secret skill. His body blended 

into the darkness and seemed to disappear completely into the wormhole. 

Although the level of Shadow Merging could not keep up with his strength, it was still enough to conceal 

his body in such an environment. Moreover, the martial warriors were unable to get out of the 

spacecraft. They couldn’t find him because of the spacecraft’s heavy protection. 



Round Ball’s eyes were focused on Wang Teng. But soon, it was a little astonished when it failed to find 

his traces. 

“This fellow is full of tricks!” It muttered and saw attacks from the Olant Federation coming one after 

another. Gritting its teeth, it returned to the main control room. 

Under its control, the QY-E63 traveled in the wormhole and dodged the attacks successfully. 

At this moment, Wang Teng unfolded the Wings Of Wind And Lightning. Wind and lightning Force were 

injected into them. The runes on the wings’ surface suddenly lit up, and a trace of green wind wrapped 

around each wing. Lightning was danced on the surface and produced a faint sound of thunder. 

Boom! 

With a light flap, the Wings Of Wind And Lightning reached the speed of a cosmos-stage martial warrior. 

He almost instantly vanished from his spot, rapidly nearing the ten spacecraft. 

Wang Teng activated his Eyes of Essence and Spiritual Sight and peered inside the spacecraft. The metal 

shell couldn’t stop his Eyes of Essence. He saw through the spacecraft and determined the opponents’ 

strength using Spiritual Sight. 

One by one, balls of light appeared in his field of vision. 

Wang Teng immediately understood the power level of the spacecraft. Nine of the spacecraft had three 

celestial-stage martial warriors and ten planetary-stage martial warriors each. The celestial-stage martial 

warriors were around the sixth and seventh levels. 

The spacecraft in the middle had five celestial stage and fifteen planetary-stage martial warriors. 

Among the five celestial-stage martial warriors, three were on the fifth level while one was on the 

seventh level. The last one was a ninth-level celestial-stage martial warrior. His light was the most 

dazzling! 

“There are so many celestial-stage martial warriors. It seems they think very highly of me!” Wang Teng 

sneered and decided to save the spacecraft in the middle for the last. 

Concealed by Shadow Merging, no one discovered his tracks. He came to the bottom of one of the 

spacecraft. 

However, when he saw the bottom, he wanted to curse out loud! 

“Damn it, why is this thing so high-end? There’s not even a hole for me!” Wang Teng swore and 

contacted Round Ball. He could only seek its help. 

Round Ball laughed out loud. “I thought you were so great that you wouldn’t need my help.” 

Wang Teng: … 

“Wait and see how I’m gonna hack into their system and open the hatch for you.” Round Ball didn’t 

continue talking. It smiled smugly and started working. 



It was an intelligent lifeform of an extremely high level. The other intelligent systems were relatively 

rigid. They were mainly used for operating the spacecraft and had very limited functions. 

Therefore, it wasn’t too difficult for Round Ball to thwart the opponents’ defense and hack into their 

systems. Very soon, the hatch of the spacecraft opened. The martial warriors from Olant Federation 

didn’t notice it at all. 

Round Ball transferred a layout diagram into Wang Teng’s mind. Its voice could also be heard, “This is 

the internal layout of the spacecraft. The places marked with eye-catching red dots are the surveillance 

areas.” 

“Thanks!” Wang Teng was stunned for a moment. 

With the layout, he would be much more relaxed and could evade the cameras accurately. He would 

remain undetected by the celestial-stage martial warrior in the main control room. 

“Hmph, I didn’t expect you to be such a daredevil and travel through wormholes. Be careful not to die.” 

Round Ball snorted. 

“Don’t worry. I won’t die,” Wang Teng said with confidence. 

“Actually, you don’t have to fight them face to face. You can just destroy the spacecraft’s energy core 

and the entire spacecraft will be scrapped. The martial warriors will naturally be buried in the 

wormhole,” Round Ball suggested. 

“Good idea!” Wang Teng’s eyes flashed. 

He had originally wanted to go toward the balls of light and kill the martial warriors. But Round Ball’s 

idea was much simpler. 

Wang Teng located the position of the energy core from the layout and mapped out an optimal route. 

He chose a direction and put away the Wings Of Wind And Lightning before sprinting in the passage in 

front of him. 

He suddenly realized that with an intelligent lifeform’s help, an extremely difficult task like invading an 

enemy’s spacecraft had become so simple. He didn’t even encounter a single obstacle on the way, 

reaching the energy core. 

However, the spacecraft still had a last line of defense. There was a sealed door barring his path 

forward. It was made of an unknown black metal and looked very heavy. 

“This is a celestial-level alloy. Cut it with your Golden Crescent Blade!” Round Ball said casually. 

Wang Teng realized that the door couldn’t stand against the Golden Crescent Blade. By using spiritual 

kinesis, the Golden Crescent Blade slashed forward and split the door open easily. The door that could 

withstand a celestial-stage martial warrior’s attacks slammed onto the ground. 

A large furnace-like device appeared in front of Wang Teng. Shaped like a sphere, it was covered with 

runes that spread around. It was glowing with red light. Pipelines that connected to the spacecraft were 

all over it. 



“Uh… Do you have something like a time bomb?” Round Ball suddenly asked. 

“No. Why?” 

“Once you destroy the energy core, it will explode immediately. You will probably get hurt if you stand 

so close to it.” 

“Why didn’t you say that earlier?” Wang Teng was speechless. 

“I forgot about it.” Round Ball felt guilty. 

“I finally know how senior Nangong died. He must have been killed by an unprofessional intelligent 

lifeform like you,” Wang Teng said quietly. 

Round Ball: … 

Wang Teng didn’t speak anymore and walked to the energy core. Taking out an energy stone, he 

inscribed runes onto it. A makeshift timed bomb was completed just like that! 

Wang Teng smiled slightly and placed the energy stone on the energy core. He then directly blasted the 

bottom deck of the spacecraft with the Golden Crescent Blade and rushed out in an instant. 

Beep, beep, beep… 

A loud siren suddenly blared in the spacecraft! 

 


